
Make more of 
your digital media 
placements 
Your guide to boosting digital media effectiveness 
and developing rapid understanding of which 
creatives are performing best, in context.



In the past, many marketers have treated media 
planning like a shotgun wedding - forcing content 
and context together, rushing them down the 
aisle without considering if the union would work. 
However, smart marketers understand  
that medium is part of landing the message.  
Content performs differently depending on where 
the audience sees it. You can’t take a TV ad,  
put it on YouTube and expect it to work, because 
the channel shapes consumer perceptions of  
your brand and attitudes towards what your 
brand is saying. If you get context wrong, 
you could be undermining your advertising 
investment. Best case, your message simply 
doesn’t get through, or worse, you might actually 
be driving negative brand perceptions. 

Getting the marriage of 
message and medium right
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Get the most out of  
your media budget
It can often seem as if there’s not enough time to 
test your campaign content. But with 79% of global 
marketers reporting that they expect to increase 
their digital spend in 20221, you need decision-
quality insight so you can make your content work 
harder across different digital contexts. 

Context Lab on Kantar Marketplace helps you 
assess the impact of your digital content in context, 
providing actionable insights in as few as 24 hours. 
Quickly understand what the creative strengths are 
and how to optimise placements across a campaign 
to maximise overall campaign impact. 

Context Lab allows you to:
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Quickly compare the brand 
impact of your digital media 
across several platforms

Optimise your social activity 
including influencer content 
within a live feed 

Choose the right creative  
for the right platform

Quantify the value of 
sponsorship or other branded 
content programmes
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See where your ad 
will be strongest

YouTube Pre-roll Facebook in-feed

Instagram in-feed Twitter in-feed

TikTok in-feed Topview

Takeover YOUKU pre-roll
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Context Lab brings together what people say 
and what they do whilst interacting with your 
content. This means you get incredibly rich, 
well-rounded feedback on your ad’s real-world 
performance potential. Attitudes to platforms 
and different types of content can vary widely 

across markets1, so it’s important to choose a 
solution that can deliver reliable results for all 
the places your business operates. Fortunately, 
the scale of Kantar Marketplace has you covered 
- with Context Lab availability in 40+ markets 
worldwide. 

Understand how your live ad will perform
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Both groups will be invited to visit a site, 
on which we will display the advertising 
content for the Exposed groups

Exposed groups is 
compared to control 
baseline to determine 
media effect
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Proven to  
build brands
Context Lab includes standard brand funnel metrics such  
as awareness and purchase intent as well as Kantar’s validated 
Meaningfully Different brand equity framework. Built on decades 
of research pinpointing the three key qualities that make brands 
great: meaningful, difference and salience, the framework is 
proven to predict long-term brand growth. 

These combined insights can simultaneously guide you towards 
your short-term tactical objectives and also reassure you that 
your marketing activity is contributing to the longer-term 
strategic aim of growing your brand equity.

Different
This brand is perceived as a trend 
setter for its category, as unique.

Salient
A brand that comes to mind quickly 
in a purchase situation.

This brand meets people’s needs and 
they feel emotionally connected to it.

Meaningful
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Mint Mobile is a challenger brand in the 
US wireless communications category, 
offering mobile network plans at rates 
considerably lower than the established 
competition. The company is majority-
owned by the actor and entrepreneur 
Ryan Reynolds, who starred in a recent 
launch campaign.

We wanted to understand how the 
advertising context of the campaign 
impacted key brand metrics and 
consumer attitudes via a self-funded 
Context Lab study, testing video and 
display ads across TikTok, YouTube, 
Twitter, Instagram and Facebook.

Within 48 hours, the results of the study 
revealed that all the ads worked well 
across the platforms but with some 

interesting variations. The 36 second 
“Different Mintality” ad was viewed 
longer in the TikTok, TopView and YouTube 
skippable TrueView formats, and this 
resulted in those platforms building brand 
awareness most strongly. The longer 86 
second “New Management” Facebook 
video was best at driving consideration.

These two ads differ visibly, not only in 
length, but also in style and content. 
For many marketers, the decision about 
which ad to run where is often an 
educated guess. However, with Context 
Lab we were able to quickly gain insight 
into which creative worked best in  
each channel, as well as understand  
their relative contribution to key brand 
and sales performance indicators. 
Goodbye, guesswork!

Real world example:  
Mint Mobile 
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Ability to test same ad in 
multiple contexts (e.g. YouTube, 
Facebook or Instagram)

Can run studies pre, during  
or even post campaigns 

Ability to compare ads  
with branded content  
(e.g. vlogger videos)

Can test on mobile, 
desktop or both

Can capture behavioural  
data alongside brand lift  
and creative diagnostics

Ability to test low-reach 
campaign content

Fast (no need to wait for the 
campaign to start or complete; 
results available within hours)

Cost-effective thanks  
to an automated set-up  
and delivery system

What makes Kantar 
Marketplace different?
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Get started today
The speed, affordability and power of Kantar 
Marketplace means you no longer need to decide 
between checking whether your digital campaign 
will be effective and delivering your next campaign 
on time. You don’t have to choose between testing 
creative or context - you can do both. 

Request a demo of Kantar Marketplace today  
and see what it can do for your business. 

https://go.kantarmarketplace.com/brand-2021-media-demo
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